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1. Introduction
1.1 Context

Theology is biographical and contextual.
South African context out of which I

(1980 2000) during
-

I

am

deeply influenced by the

The twenty-year era
which I have learnt and taught theology has been
come.

change and transition. It is an era in which the demise of
Apartheid was accelerated, culminating in the installation of Nelson
Mandela as South Africa's first democratically elected president to
head the first democratically elected government in the country's
history. But we cannot forget that it was also the most repressive and
most gruesome era in the history of our country. Therefore, I bear in
my soul and psyche, the scars of the repression that swept South
Africa from 1976 (when I was secondary school student in SOWETO)
through to the violent darkness of the mid-eighties and early 1990s.
For this reason I have been deeply influenced by the passion and
critical edge of South African Black Theology. But I am also
tremendously influenced by and respectful of the scholarship and the
Christian 'Africanism' of the likes of John Mbiti and Bolaji Idowu.
The sharp and satirical tongue of Uganda's Okot p'Bitek in his
'songs' and essays touches my very gut as does the articulation of
African identity; its crisis, its tragedy, its incompleteness and its
dreams encapsulated in the works ofthe likes ofChinua Achebe, Wole
Soyinka, N'gugi wa Thiongo, AyiKweiArmah, EskiaMphahlele, Can
Themba, Alex Laguma and others. But I am also curious about the
one

of

-

self-definition of 'White African' writers, such

as

1M.

Coetzee,

Nadine Gordimer and others.
I write

as an

Anglophone Protestant from a largely Anglophone
speak from the new South Africa one of the

Protestant country. I

-
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world's youngest democracies. I speak as a theologian who is keen to
understand and possibly help fashion out a role for Christian theology

in the

South Africa and the "new" Africa. I

specifically
theology in interpreting and
enhancing the agency of Africans in the light ofcultural, religious and
economic marginalization. After the euphoria of the end of Apartheid,
it would be accurate to say that South African theology and South
African Ecumenism is in some kind of recess ifnot a kind of disarray.
Without being too presumptuous, it is fair to say that up until the early
1990s, South Africa has been one of the most theologically prolific
places in the world producing some of the best as well as the worst
packages of Christian theology this side of the Second World War,
outside of Germany.
Perhaps the apex ofthis creativity was the publication ofthe Kairos
Document in 1985. But even the Kairos Document fails dismally to
capture all of the theological creativity that emanated out of that
country. It is therefore not difficult to unmask both the fatigue in
ecumenical South African theology as well as the thousand-and-one
new

interested in the

possible

am

role of

-

excuses

and lamentations offered for this state of affairs. As
I

still under

a

I miss the

40) theologian
relatively young (since
theological rhetoric ofAllan Boesak in my country. I miss the defiant,
passionate and humorous 'image of God' theology of Tutu who has
now been co-opted into a judicial state apparatus called the Truth
Commission There is a huge gaping hole that has been left by my
esteemed mentors and colleagues, Itumeleng Mosala, Takatso
Mofokeng, Simon Maimela, Smangaliso Mkhatswa, Frank Chikane
etc, all of whom have "gone secular" become all manner of
administrators and state functionaries. My hope is that the fatigue and
the disarray in theology is a temporary one and that
continentally
speaking it is strictly confined only to South Africa!
am

-

-

-

1.2 The task of this

Fortunately,

there

Essay

are a

few bold attempts, both inside and outside

South Africa, at responding to the 'new' situation. As already hinted
above, my aim in this essay is to explore the possible role of theology

in

interpreting

and

enhancing

the agency of Africans in the

light

of
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cultural, religious and economic marginalization. My reading of some

developments in African Theology has persuaded me that
theology has a unique role to play in (a) acknowledging, (b)
valorising, (c) interpreting and (d) enhancing the agency of African
Christians in their daily struggles against the cultural, religious and
economic forces of death which seek to marginalize them. However, it
is a task in which African Theology cannot partake unless it
undertakes serious methodological changes. What are the theoretical
and methodological tools necessary for African Theology to carry out
recent

the task that I have outlined above? As hinted above, I believe that the
basic clues and the fiduciary indicators as to how we might answer this

question are already provided in the emerging
African Theology in the post-cold war era.
2. Old and New

new

paradigm

of

Paradigms

2.1 The Old
A few years ago, I wrote

a

popular

article in the form of

a

letter

addressed to Job of the Bible, under the fictitious name ofa woman
called Africa (Maluleke, 1997). In this letter Lady Africa likens her
circumstances and her fate to that of Job.

Having lost everything she
once had, Africa now sits on a rubbish dump outside the city gates.
Africa has been victimized and raped by explorers, slave traders,
colonialists and dictators born out ofher own womb. Like Job, Africa
is

'notoriously religious' as Mbiti once put it. In many
one is struck by the extent and public display of
religious symbolism. Yet in her letter to Job, Africa wonders aloud
whether her religiosity is not in fact part of the problem rather than
religious

-

African countries

part of the solution. Where is the hand of God in the story of Africa,
she wonders? What

the fruits of her

religiosity? Poverty?
Underdevelopment and exploitation? "How can we explain that (one
of) the most religious continents in the world is also the poorest"?
asks one of Africa's SOllS, Jesse Mugambi (1995). Therefore Africa
wonders how Job can praise God for taking away everything and how
Job can 'explain it all away' by declaring ''Naked I came from my
are

-

mother's womb, and naked shall I return there; the LORD gave, and
name of the LORD." [Job

the LORD has taken away; blessed be the
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Although Africa's letter to Job takes the post-cold war situation

of Africa into account, it is still framed in terms ofold and established
frameworks ofAfrican theologising. The overwhelming picture is one
of Africa

as a

Theology
out

victim

-

hard done

by one and all.

whether it be 'inculturational'

of the

recognition

or

Cold-war

'liberational'

era

African

proceeded

of Africa's massive victimization and

exploitation.
Metaphor of Liberation
point of view of Southern Africa there is widespread
its shortcomings
agreement that the Kairos Document (1985)
notwithstanding represented a notable highpoint in local theologies
of liberation if not in its theological content defmitely in its timing,
prophetic edge and the process out of which it was born. What were
the basic presuppositions of such cold-war African theologising?
Quoting from the final statement of one EATWOT meeting, Per
Frostin (1988) suggests five factors as representative of liberation
theology paradigm in African Theology: (a) the poor as the primary
epistemological interlocutors for African theology; (b) pursuit not of
the question 'does God exist?' but rather of the question 'why does
God allow idolatry, blatant blasphemy and oppression?'; (c) the
understanding of human reality as conflictual; (d) commitment to an
analysis of 'what is going on, on the ground' by 'reading the signs of
2.1.1 The

From the

-

-

-

the times' and the consequent reliance on social sciences rather than
on philosophy as has been traditionally the case for theology, (e) the

insistence that

theology begins at sunset and that commitment is the
first act in theology a notion clearly borrowed from Latin American
Theology. Two other crosscurrents of African Theology closely
related to the foregoing are South African Black Theology and
African Women's Theology. In these two theologiesthenotionof''the
-

poor" is broken down to mean "women" and "blacks" so that there is
a more deliberate emphasis on gender and race. Yet perhaps the most
enduring contribution ofBlack Theology to African Theology is not in
its privileging of race as a socio-theological tool, but its biblical
hermeneutics.
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2.1.2 The Inculturation

Metaphor

The so-called African Theology of Liberation was
African

Theology,

there

were

others. There

only one current of
was

the so-called

inculturation current whose precursors and

inspirations were the likes
ofPlacide Tempels (1959) La Philosophie Bantoe (first published in
19452), Griaule' s (1966i Dieu d'eau: Entretiens avec Ogotemmeli as
well as the kinds of early socio-anthropological studies of African
religions done by Evans- Pritchard and others. Indeed the first
generation of self-conscious and written African Theology during the
zo" century was deeply influenced by these works. For this generation
of theologians nothing was more important than the quest for a
coherent African religious identity which would account for the
African past as well as the African present. Adrian Hastings (1976:5253) noted during this period that "the African theologian finds that the
chief non-biblical reality with which he must struggle is the non
Christian religious tradition of his own people, and African theology in
its present stage is shaping as something ofa dialogue between the
African Christian scholar and the perennial religions and spiritualities
of Africa". Fashole-Luke (1975:267-268) explained the task of this
generation of theologians in this way:
the quest for African Christian theologies which has been
vigorously pursued in the last decade, amounts to attempting
...

to make

clear the fact that conversion to
with cultural

Christianity must be
continuity. Furthermore, if Christianity is

coupled
change its status from that ofresident alien to that ofcitizen,
then it must become incarnate in the life and thought ofAfrica
and its theologies must bear the distinctive stamp of mature
African thinking and reflection. What African theologians have
been endeavouring to do is to draw together the various and
disparate sources which make up the total religious experience
of Christians in Africa into a coherent and meaningful pattern.
to

At its most radical

ambiguous this
current was represented in the utterances and writings of the likes of
John

-

and

consequently

its most

-

Gatu, Samuel Kibicho, Christian Gabba and Gabriel Setiloane.
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2.2 The New
In the fictitious letter of Africa to Job referred to

above, Africa notes

with a touch ofironic nostalgia that she was

needed even though

she

was

once a

needed

only

once

for what could be taken from her. There

was

scramble for Africa! Africa was once 'valued' however warped

the motivations and values of those who wished to have her. Now
Africa wonders if she is still of much

and

admirers,

she sits

use even

to her

erstwhile

the world's rubbish

dump.
scrambling for Africa such as the states of Europe
are now organising themselves into such powerful economic blocs as
the European Community. The end of the cold-war has created new
priorities for Europe and America and Africa does not appear to be
one of them. The internal decay within Africa itself has led to what
some have termed "Afro-pessimism". Indeed Africa's letter to Job is
desperate and pessimistic.
Even the Africans in the Diaspora who once invested their hopes am
energies to ''Mother Africa" dating back to Crummell, Du Bois,
Blyden and others appear now to have a weakened resolve. An
African American, a journalist for the influential New York Times
based in Nairobi in order to report on, amongst other things, the
Rwandan genocide, was so horrified by the barbarities committed
exploiters

Those who

as

on

were

-

-

there

so

that he wrote

a

book in which. he thanked God that his

made slaves and taken out of Africa (Richburg

1997).
forget that the same week when South Africa and the
world joyfully inaugurated Mandela as the first president of a
democratic country, genocide was taking place in Rwanda. Thus, it
has been said that while the old is dying in Africa, the new has not yet
been born either. Clearly, the demise of the cold war and the
emergence of the new world order signified as it is by the notion of
globalisation brings no automatic blessings for African countries. It
will take more than the' African renaissance" rhetoric (in South Afiica
and Uganda) to get out of the rut of centuries of exploitation and the
more recent ravages of neo-colonialism, dictatorship and internal
decay. Even the end of Apartheid is not automatically positive for the
poorest of the poor. If anything, the end of Apartheid may have
inadvertently wrested the initiative from the poor and their
ancestors

were

We cannot
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representatives
in South Africa

which might be

-

today.

It also appears that
and metaphors are

our

inherited frameworks,

increasingly being

Africa finds herself in

expired.
leaders

are

why we have theological confusion

a

desperately looking

'new

for

seen

theological methods
as inadequate if not
and its thinkers and

place'
a

new

language

and

new

frameworks. The African poor are pouring scorn at 'liberation
rhetoric' regardless of the quarters from where it emanates because

long after independence they remain poor if not poorer that is ifthey
have not been killed offby disease or the guns of the more powerful.
African women are mobilizing without and despite African men (in
-

fact

they

are

seeking

alliances with other

women

world and from all walks of life). Note the

implied
....

call for decisive

the

women

sisterly

of Africa,

from all

over

the

simmering anger and the
following quote:

action in the

look on, to keep
not to seek heroic actions and/or learn self
are

expected simply to

the peace; they are
defence, for the lions and the wild

hyenas that
threaten the communal life are their own brothers. [They]
are
to
be
and
to
hide
from
the
outsiders,
supportive
expected
festering
wounds. They are supposed to be the custodians of all the ancient
arts and keepers of the secret that numb pains inflicted by internal
aggressors. They are to pray and sing and carry. They are to tend
the wounds from battles in which they are not allowed to fight.
They are only permitted to look on from afar, ''for their own
good'. So they stand by, shaking loosened wrists in desperation,
powerlessly watching their brothers flounder (Oduyoye 1995: 10)
hogs

and the

...

Ina sense.Africa=the

geographical entity, Africa the 'idea' as well as
the 'idea' of an African nation-state are all daily imploded into our
stupefied and puzzled faces. The Ghanaian philosopher, Kwame
Appiah (1992) scoffs at all notions ofa united, homogeneous Africa,
African identity and what he calls racialist Pan Africanism declaring
that Africa is like "my father's house in which there are many
mansions", meaning that there are many and various ways of being
-

African!
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3.

Rediscovery

of the

Agency
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of Africans

I want to suggest however that while the view of Africa painted in the
fictitious letter I recount above is real, current and valid, this reality

does not exhaust all the faces ofAfrica. In the midst of all this tragedy,

ordinary Africans are surviving. In countless African villages in remote
areas un-reached and ignored by government
people find ways and
-

means

to survive. In countries without

infrastructure, without effective

government and with the lowest GDP imaginable Africans

surviving.

Despite the

heavy

are

assault of certain destructive versions of

American culture, urbanised Africans are fashioning out thew own
ways of being. By diverse means ordinary Africans are finding ways to
neutralize the

stifling

'hands' of globalisation and IMF

policies.

view 0 f Africa is informed by a

This

slightly different gaze at Africa it is a
from
within
and
a
gaze
gaze that zooms on Africa's creative,
innovative and agentic spirit. Such a gaze must not however be seen
-

disprove other gazes on Africa a fatal mistake
committed by so many optimistic Africanists (as opposed to so-called
Afro-pessimists). Africans are, have and continue to be victimized
from within and from without. There is no denying that.
The gaze I propose is therefore not based on some simplistic
positive-thinking philosophy such as is often promoted by
conservative behaviourists who ghbly suggest that Africans would
succeed if they tried harder, believed more fervently and thought more
positively. The reality ofthe African situation is far more complex and
far more grinding than the diagnosis implied in simplistic positive
thinking philosophy. In the view of Cornel West (1993:14) such
'conservative behaviourists' flippantly
to

replace

...

and

-

tell black people to

And

on

the

surface,

for downtrodden

themselves as agents, not victims.
this is comforting advice, a nice cliche
see

But

inspirational slogans cannot
substitute for substantive historical and social analysis.
While Black people have never been simply victims,
wallowing in self-pity and begging for white give-aways,
they have been and are victimised. Therefore to call on
Black people to be agents makes sense only if we also
--

people.

--
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examine the dynamics of the victimisation against which
their agency will, in part, be exercised.
It is therefore important that my call for a slightly different gaze on
Africa be understood in terms that differ radically from those

stemming from conservative behaviourism. Indeed my call is not a call
artificial reorientation of attitudes towards and about Africa,
Africans and Africanness. I invite my readers to join me in observing,
for

an

analysing and interpreting some of the tactics and strategies of
Africa's indomitable spirit (cf. Mbembe 1988). I am not calling for an
art1_ucial conjuring up of a positive attitude towards Africa in the facile
hope that such a positive attitude will magically produce a triumphant
Africa.

My reading of the situation takes its cue from some recent
developments in African Theology. On the basis of these I suggest
that

we are

being

called to

a

humble but careful observance of the

struggles of Africans to be agents against great odds, not by ignoring
discounting the odds, but by confronting them. Africans have
always been agents, never 'simply victims, wallowing in self-pity';
they have always exercised their agency in struggles for survival and
integrity. However, their agency has not always been recognized let
alone nurtured. Speaking from a South African perspective, my sense
is that there is a new wave of awareness of the agency of ordinary
marginalized Africans. In fact, at their best and most creative, African
theologies have always proceeded on some gut-feeling and almost
or

stubborn insistence that Africans

trampled upon by

were

agents and no mere-door-mats

civilisers, missionaries and colonialists.

3.1 An outline of emerging

Paradigm
emerging paradigm of post-cold war
African Theology? I suggest eight factors that need to be taken into
account in trying to understand what I consider to be the most
creative aspects of the emerging paradigm of African theology.
Firstly, many ofthe basic assumptions of cold-war African theology
continue to be basic to many of the new proposals for African
theologising admittedly to various degrees. It is important that we
How would we characterize the

-
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recognize that post cold-war African theologies are continuous with
previous African theologies even if and when their proponents
espouse and proclaim a radical discontinuity. African Theology cannot
and will not abdicate the gains made
and ambiguities inherited
during the past fifty odd years. A careful reading of Villa Vicencio
(1992) reveals that although he genuinely proposes a new metaphor
for theology and a slightly different orientation he is methodologically
still beholden to the liberation paradigm. Ironically, Mugambi's 'take'
on reconstruction (at least in his 1995 work) is methodologically stiD
beholden to the inculturation paradigm, Robin Petersen's (1995)
otherwise ground-breaking and allegedly 'different' study ofAfiican
[ndependent Churches [AlCs] turns out to be largely a pursuit ofsuch
familiar categories of classical ecumenical theology as domination,
-

-

resistance and Kairos. In many ways the works ofKwame Bediako
and Lamin Sanneh offer a sophisticated continuation of West (and

East?) African inculturation theology.
Secondly, in post cold-war African theology, we have seen attempts
at constructing a less embittered and less schizophrenic relationship
between Africa and Christianity on the one hand and between.Afram
and their painful Christian past on the other. Two examples of
theological approaches that pursue one or the other (or both) of theSe
twin tasks spring to mind. The first example is represented in the
works of Kwame Bediako and Lamin Sanneh

-

the 'translation

theology' school (see my previous works on this). Bediako's proposal,
built on the works of Walls and Sanneh is that Christianity. is not
intrinsically and irredeemably foreign to Africa, anymore than it is
intrinsically and irredeemably Western, The clue to understanding the
a notion
'true nature' of the Christian faith is in its translatability
is
not
Lamin
Sanneh
over
a
decade.
it
what
Therefore,
expounded by
-

the

missionaries

or

colonialists did

or

did not do, wished

or

did not

wish that accounts for the massive presence of Christianity on the
continent, but the logic of its translatability which necessarily enlists

the agency of local (read African) Christians enabling them to truly
own the faith. In similar fashion Walls (1996) boldly suggests that
African

Christianity is legitimately 'an
represents simultaneously a new chapter

African

religion'

which

in the histories of both

.
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Christianity and African religion. Therefore being African is not in
opposition to being Christian and vice visa this assumption must be
abandoned as a fundamental starting point for African Theology, the
likes ofBediako and Walls suggest. The second example ofanattempt
to construct a less embittered and less schizophrenic relationship with
the painful 'Christian' past is represented by what I will tentatively call
'Desmond Tutu's theology of humanity and forgiveness'
most
eloquently articulated in his No future without Forgiveness. Here,
Christian forgiveness and the African spirit ofUbuntu are put forward
as theological resources for dealing with and overcoming the painful
past of dehumanisation and oppression in the name of (Christian)
religion. In this way Black Christians can and need not only remain
Christian but also they may, for their own sakes and for the sakes of
others, forgive and embrace those who oppressed, dehumanised and
'killed' them'. But there is a striking difference between Tutu's quest
for a less embittered basis for doing African Theology and that which
is advanced by Bediako, Sanneh and Walls. Tutu confronts the pain of
'Christian' complicity in oppression head on while the others do not.
Third, there is a conscious and deliberate attempt to supplement and
even substitute worn-out metaphors and starting points fashioned out
-

-

.

of the cold-war era. The past decade has

reconstruction

seen the

introduction of such

reconstruction and translation. There is

metaphors
hunger and search
Theology to 'speak'
as

for

a

new

paradigm

a

palpable

that will enable African

example, the notion of
Theology
likes of Jesse Mugambi

to the local situation. For

as a new

metaphor

around which African

could be done has been taken up by the.
(1995), Charles Villa-Vicencio (1992) of South Africa and K1i Mana

of the Democratic

Republic

Mugambi

an

of

Congo

in

francophone

Africa.

end to the well-rehearsed debate between

proposes
"inculturation' and 'liberation'

by suggesting that

both have

expired.
Similarly, Villa
Vicencio suggests that liberation theology's commitment to solidarity
with the poor may be supplemented by what he calls a 'critical
solidarity' with a democratic state where and in so far as such a state
He substitutes both by the notion of 'reconstruction'

seeks to address the

Fourth, post-cold

of the poor.
African theology intends to be critical of the

concerns

war

.
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'fraudulent

project of the post-colonial nationalist bourgeoisie'
(Mosala Katongole 1998) something that the likes of Jean-Marc
Ela and the late Engelbert Mveng have already been bringing to the
fore in the 1980s. Let me quickly add that this is proving quite difticuk
in many African states South Africa included perhaps because it is
extremely dangerous to criticize post-colonial Africangovemmerss, In
South Africa, it is simply very difficulty to be critical of anything that
has the support ofMandela and Tutu. But the task ofbeing prophetic
in post-independent Africa is one that has been acknowledged as a
in

-

-

necessary one.
Fifth, there is

a

growing

-

criticism of the

grand narratives

of Africa,

African culture and the political liberation projects. Not only is African

being found to be extremely various, but African women
theologians are, for example, mounting a fundamental critique of it.
culture

As indicated above the notion of Africa

homogeneous
disciplines.

and liberative is

now

or

African

being imploded

Sixth, whereas cold-war African theology granted

states as

in various

epistemological

(Blacks or women) in ways that portrayed the
poor as conned and helpless victims needing to be roused from their
slumber, post cold-war African Theology is cautious about portraying
the African poor as helpless and successfully brain-washed victims of

privilege

to the poor

the powers that be. There is a new realization that the African poor,
African Christians and Africans in general are not without resources,

intellectual, material and spiritual resources for survival and resistance,
In other words the agency of African Christians and the African poor
is being rediscovered, explored and respectfully interpreted.

Seventh, I wish to suggest that African women are arguably the one

engaging in the most
passionate,
prophetic forms of praxis
(theory and practice). African Women's Theology has been by far the
most prolific and challenging in the past decade and half-at least in
Anglophone Protestant Africa.
Lastly, the one factor that cuts across all of the factors highlighted
above is the rediscovery of the agency of Africans. All of the new
proposals in African Theology, each in its own way, foreground the
section of most African societies which is
the most vibrant and the most
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notion Africans

as

agents. Admittedly, the protagonists are not always

deliberately doing this. Nor are they all aware of the
consciously
fact that they may be advancing similar and mutually supportive
projects so that some even operate in ignorance of others. Yet a
cateful analysis of the newest offerings in African Theology from the
work ofLamin Sanneh and Kwarne Bediako, through that ofOduyoye
and her sisters in the Circle of Concerned African Women theologians,
Mugambi and Villa Vicencio's reconstruction theology, Mosala and
Mofokeng's quest to understand how Black Christians may and do
and

-

intend to 'use the Bible to get the land back and get the land back
losing the Bible', Tutu's theology of forgiveness, Gerald

without

West's quest for

Africa's

creating dialogue

ordinary readers,

understand 'what

between Africa's trained and

to Robin Petersen's

riveting attempt to
in African Independent Churches

really goes on'
reveal a rediscovery of the agency of African Christians in the face of
-

great odds.
One ofthe salient

moves

that Lamin Sanneh makes in his theology is

to wrest the creative initiative from missionaries to 'the

Gospel'

and

consequently to its African translators and assimilators. It was and
could only be Africans who translated the gospel into vernacular idiom
and not the missionaries, he argues. Furthermore, Sanneh argues that
discharged the translation process in such a

Africans conducted and

way as to strengthen their own identity and position in the world. For
several years now, the renowned Zimbabwean AlCs scholar,

Marthinus Daneel has

argued not only that the AlCs represented the
Christianity, but
that the total life, witness and praxis of these churches was so agentic
that it constituted a form of theology. Therefore these churches
constituted not merely the 'raw material' and the 'sources, as some
had claimed, but that they themselves were a form of African theology
and a face of African Christianity in their own right, Daneel has
argued. In his work Robin Petersen presents a complex argument for
viewing AlC members as agents or resistors.
most contextualized and inculturated form of African

-

In similar ways, the work of the circle of concerned women
theologians highlights that women are not passive, brainwashed and

duped members of African societies. They are resisting agents who are
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the initiative. In his

taking
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work, Gerald West shows that

poor,

uneducated, illiterate and/or untrained African readers ofthe Bible are
not destitute. They provide their own intelligent, coherent, not only
different but better

readings

of the Bible.

4.

Methodological 'Wires' of the Emerging Paradigm
Methodologically, the most instructive have been the works of Robin
Petersen a South African prophetic theologian on the relationship
between what he calls prophetic African theology and Ales on the
one hand, and those ofItumeleng Mosala (and Takatso Mofokeng)
operating from within South African Black Theology in their quest
for Black theological and Biblical hermeneutics as a means of
understanding and constructively influencing the paradoxical- ifnot
tragic nature of Black Christianity on the other.
-

-

-

-

4.1 Mosala and his

legacy

More than any other Black theologian,

Itumeleng Mosala has laboured
truly independent hermeneutical
framework. For Mosala (1989:21), liberative theology must be
situated within and grow out of "the social, cultural, political and
economic world of the black working class and peasantry". It is this
slant that has made his brief and frugal research on Ales unique and
extremely valuable. For him, Ales are made up of 'the poorest of the
poor' and they constitute "an autonomous cultural discourse under
conditions ofa monopoly capitalist system which is over-determined
by a racist political and social structure" ( 1989b: 14). But Mosala also
recognizes that while Ales may provide "liberation from the
brutalities oflate capitalism" through their subversive hermeneutics of
distortion and mystification, this is achieved at the cost of"ideological
enslavement to the authoritarian structures of a feudal leadership with
undoubted capitalist aspirations and activities".
For him therefore, it is important that the domination of working
class Blacks be understood comprehensively as cultural, political and
economic and that the struggle against such domination be pitched
consciously and deliberately at these levels. To articulate his notions
of culture, race and class, Mosala creatively invokes certain types of
hardest to seek

a

liberative and"

-

-
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Marxian historical materialism

referring to the likes of Cabral,
Terry Eagleton. He also suggests that while
commitment to the liberation struggle is necessary it is not enough as
a basis of liberative theology. This is, in my opinion a momentous
suggestion. What is crucial is that theology must go beyond mere
commitment to effecting an "ideological and theoretical break"
(1989:4) with dominant ideologies, practices and discourses. Indeed
the sharpest edge of Mosala' s tongue is reserved for those types of
liberation theologies, who despite their genuinely good intentions,
nevertheless remain trapped in the ideo 10 gical and theoretical
frameworks of the very oppressors whom they seek to undermine and
ultimately dethrone he has singled out several types of contextual
theology for this kind of critique. Thus for Mosala, a thoroughgoing
class analysis of society, the church and theologians is necessary. The
other side of Mosala' s push for a hermeneutically and theoretically
'liberated' theology is his Biblical hermeneutics. He rejects the
equation of the Bible with the Word of God as ultimately only a ruling
class ploy to present themselves through the Bible as a self
interpreting single-message 'voice of God'. He calls for a critical
regard for the Bible and a commitment to exposing and exploring the
ambiguities in its messages in the service ofthe struggles ofthe poor
working class Blacks. Mosala, (and Mofokeng) suggest that not all of
-

Cornel West and

-

-

the Bible is liberative
-

in fact he argues that most of it is not liberative
at least not automatically so. If 'left to its devises' the Bible will
-

manufacture and re-enforce

oppression

-

thus the need for

a

break

oppressive hermeneutics. In similar manner, Mosala was not
satisfied to bless everything about the "Black experience", Black

with

culture

or

the

praxis

of Ales

Re-conceptualisation of Dominance and Resistance:
Next to the work ofMosala, Petersen's PhD work on the relationship
between South African Prophetic Theology and AlCs
Time,
Resistance and Reconstruction: Rethinking Kairos Theory is one
of the most important theological works to come out of post
apartheid South Africa (and perhaps in post-cold war Africa). I have
4.2

-

-

suggested above that one ofthe most creative currents commonto all
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theological orientations in the emerging paradigm of post-cold war
African Theology is the rediscovery of African agency. In this
important work, Petersen seeks to (a) explain why and how prophetic
liberation theology has never been able to 'make its mind up' about
AlCs (b) propose some methodological and theoretical strategies
which can help prophetic theology evaluate AI Cs more creatively and
more coherently and (c) thereby assist prophetic theology achieve an
integration of its "ethical-political norm"? with an ability to analyse,
understand and articulate the "socio-cultural" and the popular as
represented in such groups as AlCs in other words to understand the
kairos not merely and narrowly in overt political terms, but also in
terms of disrupted chronos and the disrupting of chronos such as
what happens in ritual praxis.
But Petersen goes further and explores what might be necessary for
prophetic/liberation theology to achieve this integration There is need
to re-conceptualise
to re-conceptualise kariotic time, the political,
and
resistance.
Petersen charges that the largely
domination,
enlightenment beholden tools e.g. various forms and appropriations
of Marxist analyses of conventional liberation or prophetic theology
are not adequate to achieve this task. He invokes "the theoretical
resources that open up new possibilities for a 'thicker' description and
analysis of 'the social', and for different conceptualizations of what
counts as political, as resistance, as religious and as ethical" (Petersen
1995: 12). To achieve these tasks, Petersen refers to the works of
three scholars. Michel De Certeau (historian of religion and theorist of
culture), James Scott (a sociologist) and Jean and John Comaroff
(historical anthropologists). Other South African theologians have
followed Petersen down this path notably Gerald West (1999) and
Jim Cochrane (1999), but they do not, in my opinion, achieve the kind
of theoretical depth and command of issues at sake, that Petersen
-

-

-

-

-

achieves.
4.2.1 De Certeau

(1984) book is to explore and
how,
practices of everyday life, in the local
networks of labour, recreation and anti-discipline, the ordinary person
The basic aim of De Certeau's
demonstrate

in the
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resists domination in countless ways. Moving away from Marxist
preoccupation with production of either material goods or
representations, De Certeauseeks to analyse consumption. He argues

consumption is not a passive but highly creative and devious
activity even though "it does not manifest itself through its own
products but rather through its ways of using the products imposed by
a dominant economic order (De Certeau 1984: xii). De Certeau is
aware ofMichel Foucault's post-modernist work which has sought to
demonstrate microphysics of power, the capillaries ofwhich insinuate
themselves in multiple networks of domination by means of the all
pervasiveness of the disciplinary apparatuses of modernity. However,
De Certeau's 91984:xv) goal is to lay bare and
that

perceive and analyze the microbe-like operations
proliferating within technocratic structures and deflecting their
functioning by means of a multitude of 'tactics' articulated in
the details 0 f everyday life the goal is not to make clearer how
the violence oforder is transmuted into disciplinary technology,
but rather to bring to light, the clandestine forms taken by the
dispersed, tactical and makeshift creativity of groups and
individuals already caught up in the nets of 'discipline'.
...

to

...

I t is

points out not only that the
'clandestine, dispersed, tactical and
makeshift' but also that it largely follows "a logic ofunself-conscious
thought" (1984:xv). Another important dimension to De Certeau's
thought is the distinction he makes between 'strategy' and 'tactic'.
Strategy implies access to a 'place' from which planning can occur
and operations can be mounted against exterior treats. Tactic,
however, is a "calculated action determined by the absence ofa proper
important

resistance of

to note that De Certeau

consumers

locus" and proper space

-

is

it is the art of those without power.

4.2.2 James Scott
As the title of both his books

7

betray,

domination and the arts of resistance

the

Scott's work is about

'weapons of the weak'.
The Comaroffs and Scott do not appear to be seriously aware ofeach
-
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Scott makes two brief illustrative and

approving references to the work of Jean Comaroff on Zionists at
Tshidi8 Although their works are not synonymous in scope, let alone
in orientation and approach there are potential points of affinity and
comparison a comparison which unfortunately falls outside the
scope of this study." If the Comaroffs are weary of an over-emphasis
on political economy at the expense of culture and symbolism so that
Black Africans are denied any historical dynamism and the danger of
painting the actions of all colonizers with the same brush: Scott is
weary of a deterministic understanding ofthe notions ofthe hegemony
of ruling elites over their subordinates so that the latter are thoroughly
incorporated into the hegemonic scheme of things through the
-

cultivation and acceptance of a false consciousness. For Scott there is
a

different, creative, empirical and more reliable way of understanding

the relationship between domination and resistance. A careful study of
the arts of resistance among subordinate groups will ensure that "we
are not reduced to waiting for open social protest to lift a veil of
consent and quiescence. A view of politics focused either on what may
be commanded performances of consent
far too

tyranny

open rebellion represents a
especially under conditions of
or

concept of political life
near-tyranny in which much of the world lives?".

narrow

or

-

hegemony is no reliable barometer of domination and since
displayed and captured in the public sphere which is the
arena ofthe "encounter ofthe public transcript on the dominant with
I
the public transcript of the subordinate" I. But, as the subtitle of his
book reveals, there is a 'hidden transcript'
the sphere of
is
a
clue
to
what
which
infrapolitics
key
really takes place in
of
and
resistance.
To
situations
dominance
gain new insights into
For Scott

hegemony is

-

-

-

resistance

we

have to go "behind the official story?" to the hidden
we will observe, as Scott did among Malay peasant

where

transcript
rice- farming labourers that: "rather than openly rebel or publicly
protest, they adopted the safer course of anonymous attacks on
property, poaching, character assassination, and shunning. They
prudently avoided, with few exceptions, any irrevocable acts ofpublic
defiance?':', The word 'prudent' is key here. For according to Scott
the dominated 'know' the extent or meaning of their domination and
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they are consciously
transcript.

as

well

as

prudently choosing

to act in hidden

Therefore the hidden

transcript is for the subordinate group a
conscious, calculated and crafty' art ofresistance' "a wide variety of
low-profile forms of that dare not speak in their own name". The
public transcript is ''the self-portrait of dominant elites as they would
have themselves seen?". Therefore, we must be wary of reading too
much into acts of deference expected and 'required' ofsubordinates in
highly stratified societies. However, even such acts whether they be in
word or in gesture, must not be seen "merely as performances
extracted by power. The fact is they serve also as a barrier and a veil
that the dominant find difficult or impossible to penetrate.'?".
Therefore it is a mistake, Scott argues, to see subordinates as "actors
perpetually wearing fake smiles and moving with the reluctance of a
chain gang. To do so is to see the performance as totally determined
from above and to miss the agency of the actor in appropriating the
performance for his own ends?". So much for the hidden transcript!
Domination always implies and invokes resistance of one sort or the
-

other. Therefore domination needs resourceful maintenance and
constant reinforcement. This then is

key function of the public
constantly maintain and reinforce
transcript
domination, through a variety of acts designed to conceal, euphemise
and stigmatise the harsher side of power and control while at the same
time seeking to display the power of the dominant through open
of the dominant elite

a

to

-

rituals and ceremonies.
To conclude this

section, let

recapitulate. Basically, Scott
explores: a space ("sequestrated social
agitates for, points
sites?") for political life which is in his opinion seldom recognized
in the Marxist and even Gramscian political analysis. This space lies
between the ideas of 'command performance of consent' and explicit
me

out to and

-

-

rebellion.
4.2.3. John and Jean ComarofJ

written volumes, several individual works as well as
works done in collaboration with others have established the
Two

jointly

Comaroffs'"

as

key

theoreticians

on

the

question

of encounter
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between Christian missionaries and Africans.

They posit a complex
notion of agency for the Tswana interlocutors of is" and 19th century
missionary era. Mindful of the deficiencies in earlier anthropological,
historical and missiological studies in this area
especially "the
with
the
at
political economy
preoccupation
expense of culture,
I
and
the
Comaroffs
clearly mean to account for
symbolism
ideology" 9,
the actions and consciousness ofboth the "agents" of domination (e.g.
the missionaries) and the dominated (e.g. the Southern Tswana). This
is a noteworthy point in their methodology. It is a deliberate departure
from well-meaning but inadequate studies that merely describe and
-

construct ''the re-action and resistance of blacks to the faceless forces

of colonization and control
African

working

societies

to

[or

recounting] the efforts of the
itselr,,2o. This reduces African

those

class to 'make

...

"structural-functionalist

them

internal

islands without

history"
(any) organizational
...

of]
dynamism agency,
[robbing
,,21
complexity or cultural variation
Similarly, ''the white co Ionizers,
if they are thought worthy of attention at all
[tend to be] treated as
a homogeneous class
in and of itself'. It is this situation which the
Comaroffs wish to remedy.
What adds value and weight to their work apart from theoretical
erudition
is the empirical basis of the work among the Tswana of
Phokeng near Rustenburg in South Africa.
or

....

.

...

-

-

-

We trace out

colonial encounter of the first kind, the moment
when two systems of meaning and action
one imperial and
a

-

expansive,

the other local and defensive

-

begin to engage one
accessibly in letters,

another. The process presents itself most
But there is also
reports, and published works
...

a

discernible

Tswana commentary on these events, spoken less in the narrative
symbolism of gesture, action and reaction and in

voice than in the
the

expressive manipulation oflanguage. The interplay, ofcourse,
between two parties of incommensurate power, this being
reflected in the fact that the evangelists [meaning missionaries]
were acutely aware of their capacity to 'make' history'?'
was

The contents of this quote capture

quite aptly

the basic

theory

and
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methodology of the Comaroffs. It is an approach that seeks to re
configure and even redefine the power plain between missionaries and
local people. In this approach an attempt is made not to dismiss, but to
go beyond the written records" by offering a theory for both a 'new
reading' of these and a gaze towards the local actors for "the beam
of narrative history casts only a weak light on our particular scene,
showing us little that we did not already know,,24. Furthermore, for
the Comaroffs what happened between missionaries and local people
was an 'encounter' not straight-forward conquest, cultural invasion or
a one- way- traffic evangelistic current from the missionaries to the
local people, it was also 'a colonial encounter'.
The encounter was between two systems of meaning and being
systems that were equally valid as 'plausibility structures' and held
equally dearly by both sets of adherents. In the encounter a lot more
than conquest, cultural invasion of Christian evangelism was taking
place the Comaroffs would argue. For this reason, the encounter is
branded a 'long conversation' rather than one that produced a
-

-

-

conversion of the one group to the system of the other. It was not a
benevolent fair-play encounter; the Comaroffs would be quick to point
out that it was "a

long

battle for the

symbols, [a] bitter,
consciousness?". In a

drawn

possession of salient signs

out

contest

of

and
and

conscience

passage that reveal both their hypothesis and
their conclusions, the Comaroffs argue that the main objective of
colonizers missionaries especially is to
-

-

colonize the[ir] consciousness

[oflocal peoples] with the axioms and
the culture of European
capitalism, of Western modernity had, and continues to have,
a force at once ideological and
enormous historical force
aesthetics of an alien culture. This culture

-

-

-

economic, semantic and social. In the face of it, some black Africans
have succumbed, some have resisted, some have tried to recast its
intrusive forms in their
at

own

image.

Most have done all these things,

another time, in the effort to formulate an awareness of,
gain a measure of mastery over, their changing world no

one or

and to

...

wonder that, in our attempt to understand the Southern Tswana past

and present,

we

kept being drawn back to

the colonization of their
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consciousness and their consciousness of colonization'?",
Thus should be understood the

colonizers and the colonized

a

-

'long

conversation' between the

conversation in the process ofwhich

''many of the signifiers of the colonizing culture became unfixed
seized by -the Africans and, sometimes refashioned, put to symbolic
and practical ends previously unforeseen, certainly unintended
[inaugurating] a process in which signifiers were set afloat, fought
over, and recaptured on both sides of the colonial encounter?". And
...

...

yet the Comaroffs will

signifiers which are
constantly and permanently afloat forever being transformed and
interpreted that would be too post-modernist for them". They argue
that "history everywhere is actively made in a dialectic of order and
not rest their

case on

-

-

consensus and contest" so there emerges even in the face of
conversation'
"a new kind of hegemony amidst and despite
'long

disorder,
the
-

-

cultural

contestation?".

Therefore, the Comaroffs do

give up on hegemony completely
for although the dominated will and do resist creatively and variously
"the circle of dominant ideas does accumulate the symbolic power to
map or classify the world for others [becoming] the inertial authority
not

...

of habit and instinct. It becomes the horizon of the taken-for

granted?"
and

-

in other words

hegemony.

The notions of 'hegemony'

therefore remain crucial theoretical frame-works for

'ideology'

the Comaroffs

but

locate these "in

analytical lexicon
broadened to include culture and consciousness- [and or
unconsciousness], power and representation". Rejecting the simplistic
notions about cultural imperialism, they argue that ''the colonizing
process itself'is rarely a simple dialectic ofdomination and resistance".
Instead of an uninterrupted jump between resistance and domination
even when it is viewed in terms of injrapolitics, the configuration is
one which posits an almost one-to-one relationship between 'arts of
resistance' and domination'?'. Refreshingly, the Comaroffs recognize
-

they

an

-

the existence of a realm of the conscious and the unconscious between

which there is

a

"liminal space of human experience in which people
or do not order them into narrative

discern acts and facts but cannot

descriptions or even into articulate conceptions ofthe world; in which
signs and events are observed, but in a hazy translucent light, in which
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individuals

or groups know that something is happening to them but
find it difficult to put their fingers on quite what it is".

s,

Conclusion

Implications for Theology
implications of reference to the works

5.1 Positive
The

of Mosala, De Certeau,
Scott and the Comaroffs are many and various. First, this constellation

of scholars offers between them

enough tools for the construction of
clear and coherent methodologies in African Theology. Secondly, ifl
am correct in suggesting that the most creative dimension of the
merging naradigm for African Theology lies in the rediscovery and
emphasis on the agency of Africans, then these scholars offer us the
most fruitful tools for articulating this agency. Thirdly, these tools
have the potential to help both hberation and inculturation theology
account for the mythical, popular religious groups
through the
manner in which the ethico-political is combined with the socio
cultural, Fourth, Mosala's refusal to accord total agentic power to
AI Cs; De Certeau' s suggestion that the anti-disciplinary action of
-

consumer

networks

are

not

self-conscious combined with the

Comaroffs talk of realm and moment at which 'individuals
know that

exactly,

is

something
a

is

happening
against

necessary caution

activities of the dominated.

or

groups

to them' without knowing what it is
a

total valorisation of the

re-conceptualisation of
domination and resistance is and can be a key tool in the rediscovery
Fifth,

the

of African agency.
5.2 Some Reservations.

emerging discussions around agency are both promising and
problematic. The first problem with many of them is that they tend to
be propagated by people whose ancestors and themselves were not at
the receiving end of the colonial project
except for Mosala whose
in
the
discourse
is
different
from the rest in some
positioning
quite
The

-

fundamental ways in fact he is the foil for the likes of Petersen and
others. Is there ground to suspect that this could develop into a
-

belated

cleansing

of the consciences of the missionaries and the

colonizers, by suggesting that they were not in fact all that powerful?
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oppress are not completely crushed by oppression? It is one thing
when the women say it themselves but quite another when males say

Secondly, much discourse about African agency runs the risk of
glorifying survival and equating it too quickly to strategic and
purposeful resistance. Survival tactics must be recognized, but to read
too much into them may be counter-productive. Thirdly, not all
proposals purporting to highlight African agency actually do that. It is
for example debatable whether Sanneh's translation metaphor really
highlights the agency and initiative of Africans in their encounter with
missionary Christianity and colonialism. Apart from attributing almost
everything creative done by Africans to the genius and logic of the
gospel, the proposal seems more concerned with the activities of
it.

missionaries and colonialists than those of Africans. The Comaroffs
also

run

this risk.

Lastly,

the risk of

legitimising

oppression by a blind insistence on agency
Mosala's insights must be taken heed oe2

if not

glorifying

exists and this is where
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